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1.YukaHello everyone. I’m Yuka. Kubota.  And I’m Ryohei Iino. HOOKHave you ever been to cooking school?In japan, 20 percent of women have. But that means, 80% haven’t, which is a surprisingly high number for Japan, when you consider how much Japanese love food and cooking. Why is this number so high?  



In fact・・・

•44.3% of women in Japan 
who want to improve 
cooking skills never go to 
cooking school because 

「It is troublesome to 
go to the school !」

October 2017, 
89 answers  
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Well, 44.3% of women who want to improve their cooking skills never go to cooking school because they say it is too troublesome and inconvenient to go to the school.



Today’s presentation
Background in Japan
Main target and promotion plan
Service flow
Quality assurance process
Cash flow
Profit prediction
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This is todays agenda.Well, today, we’re going to tell you about a business idea that can help people work more closely together and really improve their lives. And at the same time, make some profit.First, I’ll tell you the background, why the market needs this great idea. RyoheiSecond I’ll talk to you about how the business model works. So you’ll be able to see how profitable this is.  YukaThird, I’ll tell you some of the details about how it would actually function.  Ryohei  And lastly, We’ll finish up. We’re going to speak for 15 minutes, if you have any questions, and we hope you do, we’ll be happy to answer those at the end of our presentation.  3. This is today’s agenda. So lets start with a little bit of background. 



Cooking school in Japan

•One-to-many 
lesson

•At the large, 
well-equipped 
kitchen
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At Japanese cooking schools, there are 2 key issues that can cause problems, One is the style of the lessons. They are almost always one- to-many lessons. A cook lectures cooking skills to 4-5 students. This means it is not easy for students to ask detailed questions about cooking because there are many other students, and Japanese are often shy to ask. The second issue is the cooking equipment. There are lots of facilities, such as a cooking stove, large sink, and so on in the school. However, most real houses don’t have such equipment, which means students have difficulty reproducing the dishes they have learnt at home. .



At student’s home 
•High Reproducibility！

• For people who cannot 
leave the home

・on parenting
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Today, we want to tell you about our 1 to 1 cooking. The　special feature is that the lesson is done at student’s home.This enables you to do 2 things.You can get high reproducibility because you are using your own kitchen.Also you can take lessons even if you cannot leave the home for various reasons. For example, babysitting, or if you have a busy schedule and don’t have time to travel long distances.So, that’s why the market really needs our product. The first thing we need to do is match the student with an appropriate cook, usually based on what the student wants to learn to cook. 



How to Match?
• 【Teachers】open courses by cuisine
• 【Students】choose their course
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Initially, teachers open courses with their various dishes cuisine. For example, hamburgers, French dishes, indian curries, Italian (which is very popular), or even birthday cakes, or special festival meals. Students choose a course based on what they want to learn how to cook.



Main target layer

Housewives …
・who are 30~40’s
・who are good at cooking.
・who have experience of raising  children.

Housewives…
・who are 20~30’s
・who want to be good at cooking.
・who have children(especially under 6 years 
old)

Teacher

Student
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.Next, I will tell you about our main target layer.The main target market for teachers is housewives who are from 30 to 40’s, who are good at cooking, who can use the internet and a Smartphone, and this is the most important point, who have experience bringing up a child.The main target market for students is housewives who are from 20 to 30’s, who want to be good at cooking, and as with teachers, the most important point is that they have a child or children, especially under 6years old. So, why do we select these specific target markets?  



Main target layer 

Why do we target these layers?

・Both teachers and students have free time on weekdays.

・Students can consult the teacher about various kinds of 
topics and worries other than cooking such as his/her
child care. 

・The following data provide evidence for targeting these 
layers.
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There are three core reasons.First, both teachers and students have free time on weekends. For this, it is easy for them to match each other’s schedules.Second, Students can consult the teacher about various kinds of topics other than cooking such as his/her child care.Finally, some data show validity in targeting these layers. In other words, this target is our potential market. You can see why from following data.



Main target layer(Student)

40’s

Total 
women

Over 
60’s50’s20’s 30’s The average age

Youngest child is 
under 6 years old

Youngest child is 
over 7 years old

No child at home.

Quote from 博報堂(HAKUHODO)
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First, the entire set of women are divided according to their age and the age of their youngest child. And this data shows that women from 20’s to 30’ occupy the highest percentage of females who have a youngest child under 6 years old.



Main target layer (Student)

Quote from 博報堂(HAKUHODO)

total
women

Youngest child is 
under 6 years old

Youngest child is 
over 7 years old

No child to live with.

Other 
association 
staff 
member 

Freelanc
er

Unempl
oyed

Students

Independe
nt 
business

Public 
staff

Office 

worker

Part-time 

jobs

House
wives
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Here are the next data.  This divides women according to their work and the age of their youngest child. These data shows that most women who have a child under 6 years old are housewives. 



Main target layer(Student)

How do they decide what to cook?

Youngest
child is under 
6 years old
(total women)

Youngest child 
is over 7 years 
old
(total women)

No child 
to live with
(total 
women)

➀The food left in the house 73% 57% 45%

➁Nutritional balance 63% 56% 48%

③Cooking duration 58% 43% 35%

④What they actually want to eat 58% 44% 39%

⑤Recipes they want to try 38% 29% 27%

Quote from 博報堂(HAKUHODO)
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Finally, these data show how females decide what they will cook for dinner. Each question indicates how high their motivation to cook is. And this shows that the women who have a child who is under 6 years old have the highest motivation to cook of them all. Next. Ryohei will tell you about the service flow.



Service Flow

➀User registration

➁Searching & Matching

③Visiting & Cooking

④Review of teachers
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Thanks Yuka.So now, I will explain the service flow. Our service has mainly four steps. User registration, Searching & Matching, Visiting & cooking, and last, Reviews of teachers. I will tell you about each stage in detail. 



Service Flow
➀User registration

➀Name     
②Address
③Telephone number & Email address
④Self-introduction 

➀Account number ②Cooking Career 

➀kitchen equipment
（Kind of and the  number of gas ranges etc…）

②Account number 

Common

Teacher

Student
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First step is User registration. To use this service, both teachers and students need to register their information. Although there are many things to register, the most important information is “kitchen equipment”. It is important because this will prevent problems between teachers and students. If they don’t share this information, they might be faced with unexpected problems. For example“I didn’t imagine the frying pan is too small”. Or, “I thought you had a food processor.” Once the teacher and student have registered, they can look for potential matches. 



Service Flow
②Searching & Matching

If you want to search for 
Hamburger classes, what 

should you do?
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Next step is Searching & Matching. When you want to search Hamburg, what should you do??



Hamburger 
with Demi-glace

30＄ / 2h Elizabeth

Hamburger ×

33 search results 

S
Japanese-style 
hamburger A
45＄ / 2h Losa

・・・

B
20＄ / 1.5h        Emily

…
…

Delicious 
standard 
hamburger

➀Search any topics you like.

➁Select ,and you can see more 

details.
③Choose and apply for your 

favorite course.

My husband’s birthday 
is next week.

I want to cook a special 
hamburger for him.
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Look at the screen of this smartphone. When you research, you will reach such a screen and follow these easy procedures. 



Service Flow
②Searching & Matching
・You can see each other’s profiles after your 
application.

・Exchange messages to decide lesson details. 
※Transportation fee and ingredients 

are already  decided by the teacher.

・If they approves each other, 
the matching process is completed.

➀User registration

②Searching & Matching 

③Visiting & Cooking 

④Review of teachers

OK NO

Course  : Hamburger with Demi-glace
Teacher : Losa
Date     : 12/1, 2017 , 15:00～17:00(2h) 
Place    : Student’s  home 
Fee       : 45＄
Transportation fee : 8＄

I agree with the terms of service 
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When you apply a teacher, you can see the profile each other. And you will start to exchange messages to decide details of the day. Transportation fee and ingredients have already been decided by the teachers. Like this, we make necessities to talk with as less as possible. This will enable them use the service more easily. Finally, if you push ok button each other, Matching is concluded.



Service Flow
③Visiting & Cooking

（ⅰ）The day before the class,
the ingredients are delivered to the student’s 
house.

（ⅱ) Start the class
・Cooking skills are taught directly！
・Students can consult other topics with the teacher!!

（ⅲ）Finish!
Tuition fees are sent to the teacher.

➀User registration

②Searching & Matching 

③Visiting & Cooking 

④Review of teachers
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Third step is visiting & cooking. In the service, All of the ingredients are delivered from the online supermarket, and this will reduce risks such as the situation “oh my got!! I forgot to buy ground meat”. This trouble will surely make you at a loss.  During the classes, of course you can get a cooking skills from the teachers. But the most strong point of this service is not this. That point is that students can also talk or consult other topics such as child care with the teachers.And after the class, tuition fee will be sent to the teacher.



Service Flow

④Quality control process
・For quality control of teachers.

・One matching fee will be free for every 5 
reviews.
→This will be an incentive for students to 
provide reviews.
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Last step is review of teachers.We have students review the teachers for quality control of teachers. In order to motivate students to review, we will introduce the system of making one matching fee free every 5 reviews.



Cash flow

Teacher

Student

us

When matching is established,  
the student has to pay 
student’s matching fee and 
tuition fee.

After the class, tuition fee without 
teacher’s fee is paid for the 
teacher.

Teacher’s fee

Student’s 
fee
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Then you see this flow and understand profit structure  much easier,When matching is established,  the student has to pay matching fee and tuition fee.After the class, tuition fee without service usage fee is paid for the teacher. So service usage fee and matching fee have been left in our hands.



Profit structure

①Matching fee from teachers

②Matching fee from students (100,000₫)

③Fee from an online supermarket
All the ingredients are procured from the online 

supermarket.
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We have three ways to get profit.One  is service usage fee from teachers. It differ from　teachers rank. I will explain later. Second is matching fee from students.  Students is to pay 100,000₫　for our firms when a matching is established.Third is fee from online supermarkets. All the ingredients are procured from the online supermarket. When our business becomes bigger, we have strong  advantage for the contract.



• Three grades system(S,A,B)

• If they have a higher ranking…
➀Charges for using this service will be lower.
➁They can set higher course fee. 

Teacher Ranking System

This will be the incentive for teachers 
to maintain quality.
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For quality control and incentives for teachers to continue to use this service, we will introduce “Teacher Ranking System”. Everyone starts from Rank B and, when meet some conditions, they get a higher ranking. Higher lank will give two merits to them.First, Charges for using this service will be low. Second, teachers can set the course fee high. This is because high ranker is reliable for student in the point of the ability to teach cooking. I will explain more details next slide.



Teacher Ranking System

A

B

S

20%

15%

5%

Rank

Over 15 
contracts

Over 50 contracts
or

Over 15 contracts & over 
☆4 on his/him review

【The condition of ranking up】 【Charge for using this service】

(of the tuition and 
transportation fee)

(of the tuition and 
transportation fee)

(of the tuition and 
transportation fee)
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This slide shows two data. The charge for using this service, and the conditions of ranking up. Charge include the tuition and transportation fee, and higher ranker will pay lower charge. As you see, B rank is 20%, A rank is 15%, and S rank is only 5%.To get higher rank, they should make many contract or get a high score review. To promote from B rank to A rank, you need over 15 contracts. And from A rank to S rank, you need over 50 contracts or over 15 contracts & over 4th grade on his/him review.This will help teachers keep their motivation because it is not absolutely necessary for them to get a high score review to get S rank. We sure that this system will give incentives for teachers to keep using this service.



Promotion plan

Goal：Within 4 years, acquire 80,000 users. 

Way

Initial users Collect 100 people through acquaintance.

SNS advertisement Twitter , Facebook

Imitation of other 
business Refer to “Mercari”promotion plan

User referral
campaign

When existing users introduce new users, 
they will receive coupons for each other.
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Then I will explain about forecasts of our business.Our medium-term goal is to get 80000 users within 4 years.  In order to achieve the goal, we plan to do the following:.



User acquisition prediction

1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th yearUSERS

Introduction

Word of mouth

Magazine ad

Total

1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year
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Here is the User acquisition and the number of users by each route forecast. 



Calculation of sales 
*Expected return per 1 matching
Matching fee ＋System usage fee ≒ 200,000₫

*Sales forecast for a month
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This is calculation of sales. Expected return per 1 match is 200,000₫It is the total of the Matching fee ＋System usage fee.Also we forecast sales per month using the following formula. 



Profit and loss statement
4 th year3rd year2nd year 1st yearP/L

sales

Ad cost

Developing apps 

Site management cost

Maintenance

Labor cost

Business profit

Total profit
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This is the profit and loss statement. As a result, by the 3rd year, our business is in the black.  



Important Points of 
1 to 1 cooking 

High Reproducibility because you can 
learn at your kitchen.

High quality 1-to-1 lesson

Available for people who feel 
troublesome to go to cooking school 
or who are parenting.
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This is the last part of our presentation. To conclude, I will recap the important benefits  of our 1 on 1 cooking system.First the high reproducibility because you can learn at your kitchen.Second is the high quality of having a 1 to 1 classThird : 1 on 1 cooking is available for people who feel troublesome to go to cooking school or who are parenting. That’s all thank you for you listening.



Thank you for listening 
today!
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